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THREE NOW SOLD - NEW BUILD - Vector Ribboat RIB 900-P

Listing ID - 1209-1 

Description Vector Ribboat RIB 900

Date
Launched

Built to Order

Length 9.05m (29ft 8in)

Beam 3.30m (10ft 9in)

Draft 0.30m (11in)

Location ex factory, Ukraine

Broker Giuseppe Filippone
giuseppe.�lippone@seaboatsbrokers.com
+39 329 886 8343

Price SOLD

 
Based in Ukraine Vector Ribboat is a very experienced builder of aluminum hull, rigid in�atable boats. They have an
extensive catalog of models for both professional and recreational use that SeaBoats are proud to market all over the
globe.
 
The RIB 900-P model has been speci�cally developed for commercial operators who need a tough boat suitable for
tourist services of various types. The standard layout can be customized and a variety of optional items (diving
ladders, air-bottles racks, etc.) can be added to address any operational requirement.
 
With a weight of 1600 Kg and a width (with de�ated tubes) of 2,45 mt, RIB 900-P can easily be trailered and the
shipyard can arrange delivery anywhere at reasonable costs.
 
Standard features include
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Deep “V” powder-coated aluminium hull with SELF-BAILING cockpit, doubled drains, transom extensions, motor well,
bow locker, keel guard
Lifting eyes
6 chambers Valmex or  Hypalon buoyancy tubes
comfortable passenger seats
spacious deck with an antislip surface
high capacity of fuel tanks
Removable collar technology (to easily replace tubes if necessary)
Two paddles, high-ef�ciency foot pump
Repair kit and manual
RIB 900 has a payload of 1575 Kg, with a capacity of 12 passengers. Power is single or double outboard, up to 500
Hp maximum.
Built to be strong and reliable Vector RIB 900-P is a perfect choice if you require a safe and versatile platform, able to
perform in all sea-conditions.





The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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